
Question of the Month for September 2020

Question:

How many Short-Term Rentals (STR) are registered and/or have pending registration? Has there or wil!

there be any consequences for those operating non-registered STR's ?

Colleen Rogozinski

Chair Cultus Lake Community Association



Rachel Litchfield

From: Joe Lamb

Sent: September 14, 2020 11:36 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: FW: Increased boat fee, foreshore, swim areas

Regards/

Joe

From: Colleen Rogozinski -

Date: Sunday/ September 13, 2020 at 9:48 AM

To: Joe Lamb <joe.lamb@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ David Renwick <david.renwick@cultuslake.bc.ca>, Darcy

Bauer <darcy.bauer@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ Larry Payeur <larry.payeur@cu!tuslake.bc.ca>/ Casey Smit

<casey.smit@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ "kirkdzaman@cultuslake.bc.ca" <kirkdzaman@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ Dave

Driediger <dave.driediger@cultuslake.bc.ca>

Subject: Increased boat fee/ foreshore/ swim areas

Cultus Lake Park Board Members

CAOJoe Lamb

Manager of Park Operations Dave Driedger

September 13, 2020

Gentlemen,

On behalf of the Cultus Lake Community Association I am asking that the board allow public consultation and/or

time for responses in regards to the proposed changes to the boating fee increase, foreshore use and the

establishment of new swim areas.

Many stakeholders are not aware of the proposed changes that are outlined in the published agenda package
for September 16 2020. As a result/ not giving stakeholders time to respond and offer feedback.

In the Plan Cultus document, it is repeatedly mentioned that public consultation is necessary to ensure that

changes to the Park go through appropriate processes.

Your consideration in this matter is greatly appreciated.

Respectfully,

Colleen Rogozinski
Chair Cultus Lake Community Association



DearCLPB,

I must express my concerns due to remediations put forth by the board in the most recent agenda,

specifically:

1. Removal of the end sections of main beach dock:

Main beach dock has been a Cultus lake landmark for many years. Part of my childhood

memories for sure. I strongly disagree with the assessment in the recommendation.! cannot see

how these few feet on the end of the dock could be the reason for more emergencies/ or how

removing it will make it more secure.

2. Additional swim lanes:

There is not over crowding in the existing swim areas. i see many residents using BOTH sides of

the dock. The swim area and the other side to use their boats and other small water toys. Please

so not limit the ability to launch a small fishing boat or kayak. These things are difficult to get

over a swim rope.

3. FOBs and Gates:

! completely disagree with the suggestion of putting FOBs and gates in. This feels like an attempt

by a few people to limit access to our amazing community, i truly believe this is a huge waste of

funds and will be used to create a full-time gated community. This is something I think is a huge

waste and will never support.

Carol Elliott



Rachel Litchfield

From: Joe Lamb

Sent: September 15, 2020 1:41 PM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: FW: Swim Area Proposal

Regards,

Joe

On 2020-09-15,11:24 AM, "carol ault" _ ........ ..._._.

Hello Joe/

I understand that the board is moving forward with a proposal to extend the swimming areas along the docks,
thereby moving boats further away.

Asa frequent paddlerand swimmer in our beautiful Cultus Lake, I am adding a strong voice of approval for this

proposal.

Thanks for your work.

Carol

Sent from my IPhone



Rachel Litchfield

From: Reception

Sent: September 15, 2020 12:12 PM
To: Joe Lamb

Cc: Rachel LitchfEeid

Subject: FW:

Please see below...

—-Original Message"

From: PETER MCDONALD . -_-

Sent: September 15, 202011:44 AM

To: Reception <reception@cultuslake.bc.ca>; laurie.throness.MLA@leg.bc.ca; Tdixon@fvrd.ca

Subject:

To all of whom it may concern or not.

My name is Peter McDonald our family has had a property at cultus for 40 yrs.
I wish to remark on past boards and this boards inability to make decisions that make the park better and they have

spent our money in ways that are just plain wasteful. Example guard house/ fencing Sunnyside, poor planning when

extending 1st ave, poor decisions in making lots along fir/ sewer upgrade, taking farmer market out of park.

During these times of Covid I think the board and staff have done a good Job with fencing/signage, blocking off main

beach docks.

I think we must do our best to curb spending as every expense has continued to raise the lease holders costs. We do not

have unlimited amounts of money/the same as anybody else, we must curb our spending. We are paying for staff that is

not necessary as well as projects that are excessive . Staff and all maintenance that is not essential to the park, like
flower gardens, grass cutting except during June July August, and road painting Garbage pick in park could be handled

by one person in a truck and not like I observed the other day in parking lot B three trucks four people doing garbage
pickup I could do that with a bucket and walk across road from works yard. This is not a problem with staff it is from
poor supervision and too much complacency of how our money is spent.

On boating we have I believe about 100 buoys/ sunny side about the same number/and boat rentals have about 30
watercraft. At any one time leaseholders have about 10 boats to 20 boats out on the water (yes I have counted). The

rental has had lineups of 30 parties, they have done a good Job of distancing but they have more watercraft on the
water then the leaseholdes. Sunny side I can not get a count on because of so many in and outs. One morning Public

boat launches by 10 A.M. there was 40 boats in the water and Saturday of long weekend there was over 100. We are
the ones that take the heat for everything that happens on the lake/1 do not know if we pay for the policing but we are
the ones that use it the least.
Do we really need RCMP, private security and bylaw a little overkill let's save some money.
Does everyone need a company vehicle/ and no more major purchases until we get our finances under control.

To ail the people that want more restrictions, bylaws, controls please move to gated community so you can have this in
your private little domain not here this is a park for all with controls but let's be reasonable.
By making rules for does not fix the problem for Cultas you should be bringing the issues to the other parties involved.
Provincial parks, Chiiliwack, Vancouver Regional, Fraser Valley regional/ and a!i municipalities as their people use and

enjoy the park.
Thank you for what you do but I expect more then what we are getting and if you cannot perform let someone else try.

Thank You Peter

Sent from myiPad



Rachel Litchfield

From: Dan Booth

Sent: September 15, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: Questions related to agenda

Good morning Rachel,

Please accept this letter below for comments and questions related to the upcoming agenda and Board meeting.

Respectfully,

Dan Booth

REMOVAL OF MAIN BEACH DOCK PORTIONS: - OPPOSED

- QUESTIONS;
1. Has it been considered that the removal of these portions of dock will likely generate more visitor traffic

along the residential areas and beach along first avenue and the west side?
2. Has the Board taken into consideration asking the visitors from Chilliwack and surrounding areas how they

may feel about having these portions removed? These are the people who frequent businesses such as boat rentals and

restaurants.

3. What has changed in the past four years that would substantiate the removal of the docks? It has been
mentioned that a particular number of negative incidents occurred in a short period of time this year. Is there a
corresponding report for the same period of time for any of the previous sixty years?

OPINION :
it is my belief that those portions of the main beach docks are a signature of Cultus Lake and a part of it's heritage. The
docks have been enjoyed by families for many years before any of us were fortunate enough to be allowed to live in this
park. We al! had to visit Cultus Lake before we became residents and it is my hope that we will not change aspects of
this amazing place that will negatively affect the abiiity of visitors being able to enjoy it. There has always, and will
always be a small percentage of people in a very short window of the summer that do create minor issues either on the

docks or elsewhere around the lake. Fortunately we have many resources at hand to deal with these infrequent

situations including, Community RCMP, a contracted security firm. By-law officials as well as RCMP boat patrol. These
resources are completely capable of handling the minor incidents that arise.

BUOY RELOCATION AND ADDITIONAL SWIM LINES" OPPOSED

-QUESTIONS;
1. Is it iegat that the registration holders of these buoys be asked to bare the cost of relocation after registering

them in a position approved by the board? Why would some have to pay twice for anchoring systems?
2. What study has been done that would suggest that there is a need for increased swimming areas?



3. Has it been considered that anyone wishing to launch a canoe, kayak, paddle-board, sailboat or even small

power boat would not have a convenient place to do so without travelling through a swimming area and over a swim

line?
4. Has consideration been made to move ALL the anchors and registered buoys to accommodate the relocation

of these particular buoys? Many of these buoys were placed years ago on a first-come first-serve basis but since have

been approved by the board.
5. Has there been consideration made to the buoys outside of the park's current foreshore control as to how

they will be integrated when/ and if the Park is granted the proposed foreshore increase? Will these buoys be
"grandfathered", removed or relocated?

6. Has the consideration of swim lines and boat lift/ Buoy relocation been made for the docks located in the
Sunnyside Campground area or the area between the west side public docks?

OPINION:

As a long time resident of Cultus Lake, I Frequently use the beach area on the First Avenue side of the lake. f have rarely,
if ever seen enough swimmers in the large areas between every second dock that would warrant extending swimming

areas. Currently, there is ample safe swimming areas for kids and adults alike, balanced perfectly on the open sides with
areas to launch or pull up the day use boats and kayaks that we frequently see. With regard to the the relocation of the
registered buoys in between the docks, I think that you will find that these would be held primarily by long term
residents of Cultus Lake. These residents have been operating their vessels in these areas for years and are some of the

most respectful and skilled operators on the lake. You would rarely see other boats entering these areas. I believe that
moving these registered buoys to deeper waters comes at an unnecessary cost and inconvenience. This relocation

would also create a more congested area beyond the docks creating an even more challenging approach to docking. I
am in favour of of slightly altering the buoy locations in front of the docks to allow for unrestricted access. This was a
part of the original agreement that the park had with registered buoy holders. Over time/ the anchors have moved
slightly and can be adjusted to accommodate without additional expense.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Dan Booth



Rachel Litchfield

From: Reception

Sent: September 15, 2020 10:42 AM
To: Rachel Utchfield
Subject: FW: Pathway at CULTUS LAKE

Please see below...

-Original Message—"

From: Anna • ^ ..._.. .„.

Sent: September 15, 202010:32 AM
To: Reception <reception@cultuslake.bc.ca>; joelamb@cultuslake.bc.ca; laurie.throness.MLA@ieg.bc.ca;

markstrahl@parl.gc.ca; Tdixon@fvrd.ca

Subject: Pathway at CULTUS LAKE

Cultus Lake Park Board Commissioners
Cultus Lake CAO/ Joe Lamb
MLA Laurie Throness
Fraser Valley Regional District
Director Taryn Dixon
I have owned a home at Cuitus Lake for 39 years. I am aware that there has been a proposal to make the path along the
lake shore only available to the residents. I do recognize that we needed to do that during this Covid pandemic. I do not
believe that this should become permanent. I have always been proud that we could share the lake with all visitors. As a
Canadian I think that it is not right to limit access to one of the most beautiful lakes in BC to only the people who can

afford to live in such an expensive area. We should be making more paths all around the lake so people have lots of
trails to walk or bike on and enjoy the views.
. Please don't make our community only for the residents because it really feels that we are starting to become elitist.
I also understand that the path is part of the Trans Canada Trail. This alone should be enough to stop this from moving
to a permanent situation.

Please don't listen to the few people who want to shut out visitors.

Thank you,
Anna McDonald

Cuitus Lake

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



Rachel Litchfield

From: DarEn EIIEott ^ •>

Sent: September 15, 2020 11 -.23 AM

To: Rache! Litchfieid
Subject: Agenda Sept 16, 2020

Hi Rachel,

Can you please confirm this email was received. -Thanks Darin

DearCLPB,

I'm writing to express my concerns due to remediations put forth by the CLPB in the most recent agenda specifically:

1
Removal of end sections of main beach dock:

Main beach dock has been a Cultus lake landmark which many generations have enjoyed. I remember 40 plus years ago
how much fun it was to visit the end of main beach dock with friends. Activities included deep water swimming and
fishing. I do not agree with the assessment in the recommendation. It was said that there has been incidents at least

once per week. How does that compare with the rest of the park? Has there been incidents more or less than one per

week in other parks of the park? I also do not agree with the assessment from a security standpoint. Park patrol and
RCMP routinely patrol ALL docks so I'm wondering why a fewmoresquarefeetof dock makes any difference? I would
suggest that it would be easier for patrol to deal with issues at the end of the dock because there is nowhere for any
offending parties to go. There seems to be an interesting / disappointing trend by the CLPB to limit public access to
Cuitus lake for seemingly selfish reasons. If you are going to own a house / cabin in Stanley park you should be
prepared to share park property with the public.

2
Additional swim ianes:
I would agree if there was over crowding with the existing swim lanes but this is not an issue at all from my
observations. It is a really nice balance with the current swim areas on one side and access for boats and water toys

(paddle boards / small fishing boats/ kayaks on the other side). It will be difficult to launch a small fishing boat at the

end of a dock and it will be equally impractical to get a small fishing boat over the swim lane rope. Please consider
everyone who uses BOTH sides of the dock and do not limit access for residents/public with small fishing boats and
other water toys.

3
FOBsand Gates:
I totally disagree with the suggestion of putting FOBs and gates in. Again, it feels like the CLPB wants to limit public
access. I think It is a waste of money and will ultimately be used for making the area a full time gated community. I
suggest putting in a high resolution camera at the current gate house so if there is a security issue a license plate can be
tracked / reported. This would be a much more practical solution and cheaper too in my opinion.

Regards,

Darin Efliott



Rachel Litchfield

From: SACHA ILEY
Sent: September 15, 2020 11:34 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: Sept 16th Meeting - my feedback

DearCLPB,

I'm writing to express my concerns due to recommendations put forth by the CLPB in the most recent agenda
specifically:

1
Removal of end sections of main beach dock:
Main beach dock has been a Cultus lake landmark which many generations have enjoyed. I have fond memories of
jumping off the main beach dock with my cousins and have a photo in our cabin of at! of us jumping off main beach
dock. I do not agree with the assessment in the recommendation. It was said that there has been incidents at least
once per week. How does that compare with the rest of the park? Has there been incidents more or !ess than one per
week in other parks of the park? I also do not agree with the assessment from a security standpoint. Park patrol and
RCMP routinely patrol ALL docks so I'm wondering why a few more square feet of dock makes any difference? I would
suggest that it would be easier for patrol to dea! with issues at the end of the dock because there is nowhere for any
offending parties to go. There seems to be an interesting / disappointing trend by the CLPB to limit public access to

Cultus lake for seemingly selfish reasons. If you are going to own a house/cabin in Stanley park you should be
prepared to share park property with the public.

2
Additional swim lanes:
I would agree if there was over crowding with the existing swim lanes but this is not an issue at all from my
observations. It is a really nice balance with the current swim areas on one side and access for boats and water toys
(paddle boards / small fishing boats, kayaks on the other side). It will be difficult to launch a small fishing boat at the
end of a dock and it will be equally impractical to get a small fishing boat over the swim lane rope. Please consider
everyone who uses BOTH sides of the dock and do not limit access for residents / public with smaii fishing boats and

other water toys.

3
FOBs and Gates:
I totally disagree with the suggestion of putting FOBs and gates In. Again/ it feels like the CLPB wants to limit public
access. I think it is a waste of money and will ultimately be used for making the area a full time gated community. I
suggest putting in a high resolution camera at the current gate house so if there is a security issue a license plate can be
tracked / reported. This would be a much more practical solution and cheaper too in my opinion.

Regards,
Sacha lley



Rachel Litchfield

From: Lukas Wykpis
Sent: September 15, 2020 9:39 AM
To: Rachel Utchfield
Subject: Removal of Main Beach Docks

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Rachel,

I wanted to e-mail in to let you know that:

1) I am not in favor of removing the two 16' portions of dock at main beach. I feel that the issues there have been

overblown and that this is a knee jerk reaction that wiit not fix any existing issues.
2) I am not in favor of extending swim zones between all the docks from 9-18. I have young kids and we spend a lot of
time along that stretch of beach; we have never had any issues with boat safety and there is plenty of room for
swimming in the existing swim zones.

Thank you,

LukasWykpis
-Cultus Lake



Rachel Litchfield

From: Steve Kerr

Sent: September 14, 2020 7:24 PM
To: Rachel Litchfieid; Reception; Reception
Subject: Regarding the Agenda for the September 16 board meeting

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear Cultus Lake Park Board,

As residents of Cultus Lake/ my family and I are very opposed to the buoys being repositioned to make room for additional

swimming areas...why do this? Every dock already has a swimming area on one side. Boats are on the other side. Seems

pretty simple. This enables boats on windy days to come along side of the dock to load and unload. I have young kids that use

the swimming area, every single day of the summer. Never has this area been too crowded...not even close.

We have had our buoy in the same location for over 10 years. This idea of buoy repositioning does not directly effect me as I

am outside of the swimming area. But what about the people that are older and have had their buoy in the same location for

20-30 years? Do you think its fair that these people are now ask to move at their expense to an area that will probable be

100-120'from the shore. That's ridicules...and simply not fair to the owners of these longtime buoy locations.

The other point of taking apart two portions of the main beach dock also is dumb. Why? To have more non residents that

come up for the day, to lay on, or gather on the other docks (#9-#18) which is mostly used by residents. Seems crazy that any

resident would want this. Plus the cost of doing this task is not going to be cheap $20-30K. I thought money was tight these

days and this seems like a not needed expense

Lastly, in 10 years of being a proud owner of a house at Cultus, and decades of visiting the lake and staying with friends who

own a place there...! have never once cqmplained about some of the new silly rules and regulations that have been

implemented. Trust me I have wanted to as the lake is changing, and changing in a way that! do not like!

To me, a certain few individuals (and i'm certain I know who they are) are wanting to change this wonderful lake area into

their own "private gated community" this is wrong. I am in for changes that help the majority of the residences or for the

betterment of all who enjoy this area...but too many rules and ideas over the past few years are beyond ridicules...and are

only benefiting the ones that compiain.

Please considerthis email and make the RIGHT decision

Thanks

Steve Kerr and Family



Rachel Litchfield

From: Christy Kirsten
Sent: September 14, 2020 6:21 PM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: RE: upcoming Cultus Board meeting

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Please pass along my questions/comments below to the Board.

Thank You,

Christy

Cultus Lake Park Board,

I would like to share my questions and comments regarding a few items listed in the Agenda package;

(8) STAFF REPORTS

(a) Main Beach Dock System

At a time when I assume our Park budget is or will soon be hampered, I question why we would spend money to tear
down part of the Main Beach dock that is there for everyone to enjoy and not further compress lake visitors into a
smaller area and thus adding more people to the remaining docks along the beach and through the residential area. I
believe it is important that we all remind ourselves that us leaseholders have the privilege to be allowed to live in such a
beautiful park and that it is also to be shared with others. I understand the current Covidl9 reasons for temporarily
blocking part of the dock system but that should only remain in place once we are past this pandemic. Let's utilize our
budget for more pressing matters and reduce the need of increasing leases and the like. The report also mentions that a
number of long term residents were consulted regarding this and so I would iike to know how many people that was out
of the hundreds of leasehoiders and what documentation there is to support that number.

(c) Foreshore Report
I am perplexed by one persons recommendation to remove existing buoys which have been in place for decades and
adding additional swim lines. ! believe the current set up of having a swim area and a separate boating and moorage
area at every single dock along the shoreline is a perfect example of accommodating everyone's needs. I have never

seen any swim area on even a busy long weekend appear to have too many peopie in them and needing more

space. Moving buoys will only further congest the waterways and as noted in the report/ over two thirds of the
participants in the 2017 report DID NOT support the relocation of buoys. So again, I question the reasoning and desire
of spending money and valuable staff time for something that is not wanted or needed.



Rachel Litchfield

- ••----a-'-' a"From: Ray Lallier
Sent: September 14, 2020 5:00 PM
To: Rachel Utchfield
Subject: Re: Board Meeting Report

Follow Up Flag: Foliow up
Flag Status: Flagged

I would like to ask:
Are the boats west of dock 18 affected by the upcoming changes?

Thank you.

Raymond Lallier

Sent from myiPhone

On Sep 14, 2020, at 3:36 PM/ Rachel Litchfield <Rachel.Litchfieid@cuitusiake.bc.ca> wrote:

Good afternoon Ray,

Please see the attached Board Meeting Agenda/ please refer to page 28 ~ 34 for the Foreshore Report.

Please do hot hesitate to contact me should you have any other questions.

Thank you,

Rachel Litchfield
Executive Assistant to the Chief Administrative Officer

Cultus Lake Park
604-847-2041

<2020.09.16 Cultus Lake Park Board Regular Meeting Agenda Packagel.pdf>



Rachel Litchfield

From: Susan Clare Kennedy , ''>

Sent: September 13, 2020 10:22 PM

To: Reception; Reception; Rachel Litchfield
Cc:

Subject: Agenda for September 16, 2020 Board Meeting

Cultus Lake Parks Board

After having an opportunity to review the Agenda for the Cultus Lake Parks Board Meeting scheduled for September 16, 2020, we
would like to go ON RECORD for OPPOSING THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

Section (8) STAFF REPORTS
Subsection (c) F^reshore Report

\tem#3—"...THATthe Cultus Lake Park Board direct staff to place swim fines between each dock from dock 9
to 18 in a way that continues to allow for safe navigation of boats; and..."

As lease holders in the community for 8 years and members of the community for more than 35 years, we do not agree with having all
of the areas on both sides of the docks being allocated as swimming areas.

The community has managed to maintain responsibility and respect for both the swimming areas and boat moorage areas. The
majority of the members of this community are respectful and safe in all areas.

Item #4—"... THAT the Cultus Lake Park Board direct staff to increase the annual moorage registration fee
from $150 to $500 with $300 being allocated to the Foreshore Area Reserve;..."

Again, we are emphatically opposed to the increase of the annual moorage registration fee from $150/year to $500/year.

We would also like to question the timing of this agenda item. The majority of leaseholders have returned to their main residences for
the winter season.

Lastly, we would like to make it known, if these items are mandated by majority voting into the bylaws with this agenda, we will be
taking the opportunity to make sure that the current members of the Cultus Lake Parks Board will NOT be receiving our vote with
the next elections to be held in October 2021.

Respectfully

Darren Murdock
Eileen Murdock
Donald Murdock
Susan Clare Kennedy



Attention:

Cultus Lake Park Board Commissioners park.board(ft)cultuslake.bc.ca

Cultus Lake CAO, Joe Lamb ioe.lamb(%cultuslake.bc.ca

RE: Foreshore report: dated September 16,2020

i have been a boater at Cultus Lake Park for 35 years. My particular approved buoy is located

within the area proposed to be removed from boat anchorage. I have had that exact anchor

location for 30 years. I am now 73 years old and am able to use it on a daily basis because it is

within wading distance of the shore. Should I be forced to move my buoy to a location outside

your newly proposed boundaries; I question my ability to get to it at my age. I am not allowed

to leave a canoe or paddle board on the beach overnight/ so I would be forced to carry one

down each day and back up to my residence each night in order to access my boat in deeper

waters. I am quite sure there are many more boaters who will now face the same problem. It

seems to me/ that the present configuration works just fine, swimmers and boaters sharing the

foreshore in a safe and responsible manner.

I assume that this proposal would alsoaHowa complete swim area between all of the public

docks on the west side, so boats there would also have to be moved to deeper anchorage. This

proposal could be a problem for elderly boaters on that side of the lake also. I didn t notice

that area described in your proposal so maybe the west side was overlooked. Perhaps you

could explain.

Rod Booth
Permanent Resident Cultus Lake Park



Cultus Lake Park Board Commissioners park.board(%cultusLake.bc.ca
Cultus Lake CAO, Joe Lamb ioe.lamb(ajcultuslake.bc.ca

MLA Laurie Throness laurie.throness.MLA(%leg.bc.ca

MP Mark Strahl mark.strahl(a)/parl.gc.ca
Fraser Valley Regional District

Director Taryn Dixon Tdixon@fvrd.ca

I am a long-term resident of Cultus Lake Park and as such, would like to say I feel it is a privilege to
live at Cultus. ! am happy to share this Park with people from Chilliwack, Vancouver Lower
Mainland regional areas, as well as visitors who come from near and far to enjoy what this PARK
has to offer.

It is with horror that I noticed a letter to CLPB and placed on the agenda for Sept 16, 2020, from a
resident asking that the lakeside pathway in the residential area be closed to visitors and only
available to residents on a permanent basis—noting within the letter there is the suggestion that
Laurie Throness agreed such restrictions could be done by order of the Cultus Lake Park Board.
Perhaps there is justification for closing down a popular area of the Park during a pandemic, but I am
in total disagreement of a fulltime closure. This pathway has afforded me the opportunity to meet
and greet visitors and relish in the diversity of people who use it on a daily basis.

The Trans Canada Trail was meant to be a unifying means of enjoyment and access where
Canadians can enjoy so many different areas of this country, in the maps provided by the CLPB, this
pathway is marked as part of the Trans Canada Trail. This part of the waterfront pathway is easily
accessible to people of all ages and physical abilities and has nearby available parking. Not a day
goes by without that section of the foreshore pathway being used by seniors, parents with children,
dog walkers, and so many others.

I do not believe a section of the Trans Canada Trail should be closed to a rarified few on the
suggestion of one person who resides at the park. I would be far more welcoming of furthering this
pathway all the way around this unique and picturesque lake making the beauty of Cultus even more
available to those who want to enjoy the outdoors

I truly believe that officials need to pay attention to any and all ways and means to keep this jewel of
a Park available to all they have been elected to represent.

Sheila Booth
Permanent resident ofCultus Lake

Referenced Letter is an Agenda Item on CLPB meeting Sept 16,2020
Page 19 letter to Joe Lamb dated August 17, 2020
Subject FW. Parking Lot C (with additional topic)

Map referencing the Trans Canada Trail on Cultus Lake Foreshore http://lakesidetrail.ca/



Rachel Litchfield

From: Reception

Sent: September 14, 2020 10:51 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: FW: Feedback for sept 16 meeting

Please see below...

From: David Labistour
Sent: September 13, 2020 5:51 PM
To: Reception <reception@cuituslake.bc.ca>; Darcy Bauer <darcy.bauer@cultuslake.bc.ca>; David Renwick

<david.renwick@cultuslake.bc.ca>; Joe Lamb <joe.lamb@cultusfake.bc.ca>; Larry Payeur

<larry.payeur@cultus!ake.bc.ca>; Casey Smit <casey.smit@cultuslake.bc.ca>

Cc: Laurie.Throness.MLA@ieg.bc.ca; tdixon@tvrd.ca; Dave Driediger <dave.driediger@cultustake.bc.ca>

Subject: RE; Feedback for sept 16 meeting

To the Cultus Park Board,

First let me start with a little empathy. Democratic Governance can be messy.

Having said that, you have the responsibility to consider the issues and challenges of the Park, and make decisions that
are not always popular. My impression, however, is that there have been too many incidents in the past that have tried

to circumvent the messy process without full transparency and I sense this may be happening again.

Looking at the Agenda for the upcoming meeting I have some questions:

Roping off swim areas:
In ail of my years at the lake I have never seen the swim areas between the docks over capacity nor people looking for
additional sectioning-offfrom the boats. In fact, the swimmers seem to enjoy the space off the end of the docks as
much as the roped in areas. Almost every time I come to drop people off the boat on a hot day I have to navigate
around people swimming and playing in the open boat space. And that is OK. it is a slow speed zone and we can all get
along. So why is this necessary?
There was a suggestion. From a single person? Can we be transparent on who they may be and what Is their reasoning?
While my boat is not affected, I am perplexed by the need to spend money and time on this/ in fact it was not supported
in 2017 so why now?

Removing parts of the Main Beach Dock
The dock as it exists has been in place for decades. There is a concern that youth are congregating at those points and
causing trouble. By reducing the size of the dock you will not change behavior but you will concentrate it in a smaller
space. If there are too many people coming to the Park on sunny weekends/ wrestle with that as a problem. If people

are not behaving themselves, address that with the RCMP. Perhaps more dock space, not less, may be the solution?

While on this topic; why was one dock barricaded off with a "Covid unloading section". Where was the rationale? Was

this another case of an individual who wanting this?

Boat Fees

! support this one. It is a way of collecting much needed revenue and if you are a committed boater you will pay the fee
as it is the equivalent of a summer's gas bill. Too many buoys are used a few times a year or not at all.



in closing, am concerned there is no clear future strategy for day visitation In the Park. For example, I read of a

discussion on closing the waterfront walk to residents while on the other hand we want to rope in more swimmers

only" areas. And then we want to reduce dock space which wiii move more people into the residents area, if not closed

off. But if closed off there is certainly no need for extra "swimmers only space". You get my drift.

We are dealing with the issue of increased overcrowding on busy days but few visitors when the weather is poor. As
Abbotsford and Chiiliwackget bigger (which they are in leaps and bounds) and theWaterslidesand Amusement Park

grow (as they have) this problem is going to get worse. More people when it is hot. No increase of visitation in poor
weather. The problem is peak traffic, not annual traffic. This not only overwhelms the facilities but increase incidents of
behavior. Why? If only 1 % of the people misbehave, this same percentage will result in more issues purely on the basis
of increased of numbers. Behavior management needs to be looked at in light of the anticipation of the future growth in
day visitors on those hot days. This in turn should be part of a wholistic plan, not the removal of some dock space,

Thank you.

David Labistour



Rachel Litchfield

From: Joe Lamb

Sent: September 14, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: FW: Foreshore Proposals

Regards,

Joe

From: RickWilliamson
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 at 10:08 AM

To: David Renwick<david.renwick@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ Darcy Bauer <darcy.bauer@cultuslake.bc.ca>/

Commissioner Dzaman <kirk.dzaman@cultuslake.bc.ca>, Larry Payeur

<larry.payeur@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ Casey Smit <casey.smit@cultus!ake.bc.ca>

Cc: Joe Lamb <joe.lamb@cultuslake.bc.ca>/ Dave Driediger <dave.driediger@cultuslake.bc.ca>

Subject: Foreshore Proposals

Cultus Lake Park Board
Copies to Joe Lamb and Dave Driediger

Following are my observations, comments, etc. and a few questions regarding the Staff proposals about

moorage and the foreshore - for your consideration prior to voting on these proposals during Wednesday's

meeting.

In the interest of full disclosure, I have an interest in these issues for several reasons:

1.1 was a member of the original 2010 Moorage Task Force

2. While we no longer have a power boat in our family, my daughter has retained our buoy (registered and paid
for each year) and puts an inflatable "raft" on itforourgrandkids.

3.1 have many Lake friends with boats.

A. Proposal to increase annual moorage fees to $500. It looks like there are 2 parts to this: increase moorage fee

from $150 to $200/year and contribute $300/year to the Foreshore Reserve.

Before I make my comments, I'll pass on information that appears on a BC Government website when you

Google "How much can local governments charge for services in BC?" This web search will take you to a BC

Government website that includes the following:

A fee amount must not be excessive, instead, the amount of a fee should be sufficient to recover costs of a

service and ensure its future sustainability. Fees are generally applied on a user-pay basis,so only those who

benefit from the service bear the fee.

To ensure transparency, local governments must make available to the public, on request, a report showing how

a fee was determined.



So, with this BC Government information in mind/ a few thoughts on the proposed increase:

(i) Increase moorage fee from $150 to $200/year. As there has not been an increase for several years, some

increase is probably warranted. But, isa 33% increase justified? I assume Staff can support this 33% increase as
required by BC Government requirements noted above.

(ii) $300 fee to go to the Reserve. To me, this is totally unwarranted and discriminatory. Everyone who comes to

Cultus (leaseholders, campers, day visitors/ etc.) use the foreshore (i.e. they benefit from the service) on a

regular basis (swimming, suntanning/ etc.) yet pay nothing to the Reserve. The BC Government states only those

who benefit from the service bear the fee. The Staff proposal singles out boaters to be the only ones who pay
while other "users" pay nothing. In other words, boaters/ who are an easily identifiable group, are the only

users who are expected to fund the Foreshore Reserve.

(ill) The report states that 25% of the 220 registered buoys (i.e. 55 spots) are "unused" and the report implies
that increasing the annual fee may cause some/all of those 55 buoys to be given up so that boaters on the
waiting list can be assigned a spot. If this increase to $500 is approved, then some buoys will likely be given up.
There can be many reasons why a buoy is"unused", BUT if a buoy is registered and paid for, yet

remains "unused" - SO WHAT?? 1 support assigning buoys to those on the waiting list, but whether
a properly registered and paid buoy is used or not is not the Board or Staff's decision - it is the decision of the
boater who paid the fee. To give a comparison - parking, like moorage, is also at a premium at Cultus.

Leaseholders are limited to 4 passes and if a leaseholder wants an extra parking pass, he/she must pay $200 and
can only buy 2 extra passes due to limited parking availability. If many leaseholders buy these passes and never
use them, will Staff now say extra passes will now cost $500 because Staff/Board is trying to discourage
leaseholders from buying something they don't use?

B. Add swim lines between those docks that currently do not have them.

(i) As I recall/ one reason why swim lines were not originally installed between all docks was to allow clear
access from the shoreline to the lake for non-motorized vessels like canoes, sail boats/ kayaks, paddle boards,

etc. This clear access will be eliminated if all docks have swim lines installed.

(ii) If new swim lines are installed 25' from the end of the dock/ will existing lines be moved back 25/ to line up
with the new ones?

(iii) If all of this gets approved, then 25 boaterswill have to relocate their buoys by late May 2021 and this
deadline seems completely unreasonable. Many boaters do not launch their boats until July so cannot move

their buoy until that time. Also, to relocate a buoy, most boaters will simply hook onto the anchor and tow it to

the new location. This has potential problems such as:

a. Stirring up/damaging the lakebed. Does DFO need to agree to this?
b. It's possible that the dragged anchor will get tangled with other anchors that don't have to relocate.

(iv)As part of the "Safety Measures" section of the report. Staff mentions that at the 2017 Moorage meeting,
nearly 1/3 of participants endorsed relocating buoys. Let's not forget - this means 2/3 did not endorse

relocation.

C. As part of the "Discussion" section of the report. Staff mentions shore erosion created by big waves from

large/ tow boats. While I have never seen a wave as high as 1.5 meters (5 feet) as stated in the report/1 do

accept that large waves add to shore erosion. Nothing in the proposal will reduce erosion. There are two things

that must be taken into account:

(i) Moored boats represent Just a portion of the total boats on the Lake. Boats from Lindell Beach, the new
Condo complex and day visitor boats/ etc. create waves as well.
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[ii) Moored boats do not create waves. Waves only occur when a boat is underway.

Given the above/ to me, the only way to reduce erosion is to take the steps necessary to expand the "dead slow

area" at the north end of the lake and then rigorously enforce it.

D. As part of the "Safety Measures" section/ Staff mentions 25 buoys between docks as possibly being relocated.

Staff states "theforeshore can accommodate the relocation.... In deeper water". To me this means at least 25

boaters on the waiting list can be assigned a spot right now, with no other changes being made as "the
foreshore can accommodate the relocation".

Based on the above, I have some additional questions that I'd appreciate getting answers to:
1. Has the lack of clear lake access that will result if additional swim lines are installed, been discussed with

sailers, paddiers/ kayakers/ etc.?

2. One of main rationales given to support the increase in annual moorage fees from $150 to $500 is to
encourage those with "unused" buoys to give them up. It seems to me there can be just two outcomes if this

increase is approved and I have a question for each possible outcome. The two outcomes are:

(a) very few, if any "unused" buoys are given up. Will you keep increasing annual fees until such time as you get
the required number of "unused" buoys given up?
(b) many/all "unused" buoys are given up. Will you then reduce the annual fee back to the $150 - $200 range?

3. Everything in the proposal relates to the east side. What about the west side?

Rick

RickWiliiamson



Rachel Litchfield

From: Reception

Sent: September 14, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: FW: cultus lake — input for sept 16 meeting

Please see below...

From: Lianne Kerr-

Sent: September 13, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Reception <reception@cultuslake.bc.ca>; Darcy Bauer <darcy.bauer@cultuslake.bc.ca>; David Renwick

<david.renwick@cultuslake.bc.ca>; Joe Lamb <joe.lamb@cultuslake.bc.ca>; Larry Payeur

<larry.payeur@cultuslake.bc.ca>; Casey Smit <casey.smit@cultuslake.bc.ca>

Cc: Laurie.Throness.lVILA@ieg.bc.ca; tdixon@fvrd.ca; Dave Driediger <dave.driediger@cultuslake.bc.ca>

Subject: cuttus lake - input for sept 16 meeting

I'm writing to give you feedback into the latest Cuttus Parks Board agenda package — for the Sept 16,2020 meeting.

Overall, I'm a little baffled. These are major proposals being (seemingly) rushed through, with aimost no consultation.
!'m in favour of wayyyyyy more measured, proven tactics that have been discussed at length and that area supported by
the ieaseholders.

I'm always amazed at how many issues that only affect a few people/ or issues that only occur a few weekends a year,

end up needing such dramatic interventions.

These situations are mostly about expectations. Do we have enough areas for people to swim safely? Yes we do. Do

some boats need to move to increase that safety? Sure, a few probably do. Do we need to rip down some of the main

beach docks because crowds and violence are taking over our lake? No, we don't. Because that isn't the case. There are

a few incidents a year — as there have been since the 1970s (II!!) — and we actually have to come to expect those
incidents and be reasonable about any measures / expectations to remedy them.

Look at the 'covid' dock that one person wanted to create in the residential area— one dock that's been barricaded
about 2/3 of the way down so, theoretically, boats can load and unload people safely in our covid times. This was //a

solution" to a problem that doesn't exist. First off/ we're boaters. We encounter people at the end of docks we want to

unload at all the time. We politely tell them we're coming, they happily shift around, they often help people off the boat

or hold our dog's ieash while we unload/ and we bid each other adieu. Very civilized all around. Having a covid dock is
not only unnecessary, it also doesn't WORK. When people exit their boat at the end of this special dock, where do they
have to go? To the shore. And if people are sitting and enjoying the dock on the other side of the barricades, then those
disembarking peopfe have to walk right past / step over them to get by. There's no covid protection here. It's people of
privilege being a little too precious.

And if s that same preciousness that I see in the proposals coming up on Sept 16:

Swim Areas

It's unclear why this is necessary — to make ALL the foreshore from dock 9-18 swimming areas.

Your own communication suggests that you received "a suggestion" — singular — to move all the boats and boat iifts

beyond the docks. Who suggested this/ and why Is this one suggestion given so much emphasis? Lots of things are
suggested — why move on this item when it's not dear why it's needed? Go out to the water on the hottest of summer
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days — there are people swimming and floating in the water but not so many that there isn't enough room to float and
swim. There's ample room for that right now without upending dozens of boats and creating a new nightmare for the
parks board to try and manage.

You mention that this issue was raised back in 2017. And it was supported by 1/3 of the people. But that means 2/3 of
the people DID NOTsupportit —and, moreover, how large and representative of the ieaseholder population was in
attendance? I do not support this, and neither does a single lake resident I've spoken to.

Moving Boats

There hasn't been enough consultation to even approach the plan to tell peopie to relocate their boats into the deep
water— at their cost.

If there are boats encroaching on swim areas or docks, by all means. The Parks Board is well within its rights to tell those
individual boats move so that their swim grids are far enough away to suit Transport Canada's/Parks Board rules. But
to sweepingiy say that, based on someone's suggestion, a!! boats in the non-swimming foreshore between docks 9-18

have to move at the owners' cost? This is in bad faith. It's not required and the motives are unclear at best,

questionable at worst.

Removing Main Beach Dock Areas
Again/ removing a structure that's been there for decades seems far too hurried.

You say it's being done because people congregate there and cause trouble. Those are two separate issues, resolvabie

different ways. 1) They congregate — covid aside, that is the point of those docks. For them to be used by the public, if
gathering in large groups is problematic because of covid, then maybe they should stay barricaded until that situation
resolves, not ripped down permanently. 2. If gathering is problematic because there are troubiemakers, we have the

RCMP for that. If RCMP won't go on the docks because they feel unsafe, that is an issue to raise with the RCMP. If it's so
bad a few weekends a year, then perhaps barricade them during peak season, and open them up in the
spring/fali/winter so people can still use them.

Boat Fees

I'm actually in favour of this one because it addresses a need. The parks board does need more operating money, and

it's not unreasonable that boaters pay their share. $500 is a steep increase but I'd pay it in a heartbeat.

Final Thoughts
I'd like to see far more transparency about the Parks Board's process / decision to appiy for additional foreshore control
— going from a residential lease to a commercial lease/ I believe. What is the cost of this change, and how is the Parks

Board expecting to cover this cost? Figures of 20k-35k a year are being floated in casual conversation, and that's causing

quite a stir. It might be best to explain to people what the actual numbers are and the plan to pay for it so unhelpful
rumours are kept at bay.

Also, boats that are currently (legally) bouyed beyond Cultus'foreshore. Are they grandfathered when/ifthe parks
board gets additional control there — orwiilyoutryto remove them? I could see serious legal challenges — and
expense ~ if the latter is planned.

Curious as to your thoughts on the above.

Lianne



Rachel Litchfield

From: jack kaila
Sent: September 11, 2020 9:11 PM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: Question for Park Board Meeting

Hi Rachea!/

I have a couple questions for the park board for this upcoming meeting on September 16th...

What Is the purpose of placing swim lines from docks 9-18 as the current swim areas are more than sufficient

as they are not over crowded on the hottest days of summer?

Will the entire area in front of lakeshore be a swim area as well?

Will boats be removed from the lakeshore area for swimmers??

Thanks

Jack and Kim Kaila



Rachel Litchfield

From: Lianne Kerr ^ ^ ..--_..--

Sent: September 12, 2020 5:08 PM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: question for upcoming cultus board meeting

hi. my question is around the application the parks board has to control the additional foreshore area.

where is the parks board in that application / approval process — when / how is a decision meant to be reached?

and what is the pian for buoys that currently sit OUTSIDE of the parks board CURRENT control area if the parks board

gets to control the additional water space, will people who currently have buoys outside the current foreshore area be
/grandfathered/ and allowed to keep them where they are?



Rachel Litchfield

From: Aiden Callison
Sent September 13, 2020 3:03 PM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: Pubiic Question - Cu!tus Lake Board Meeting September 16, 2020

Dear Rache!,

Below please find a question we would like submitted for the public question period.

First, we would like to thank the Cultus Lake Parks Board for revisiting moorage at Cultus Lake. The use of the lake
continues to evolve and, as was noted in the discussion, the size and impact of motorized boats continues to grow.

While we agree with many of the recommendations provided, including increasing the moorage charge to cover the
administrative costs of the program, we would like clarification of one of the comments made. Specifically, it was noted in
the recommendations that the Parks Board plans to increase the number of swim lines. However, one of the comments
in the discussion noted, "Rather than reposition buoys beyond dock ends as requested, the Board may wish to place
swim lines 7.6m (25 feet) shy of dock ends to allow watercraft to approach docks under variable conditions."

We would appreciate if you can ciarify if the placement 7.6m shy of the docks would only apply to the new buoy lines
being added? Or is the intention that all buoy lines be located 7.6m shy of the docks?

We believe that building community capacity along the foreshore through prioritizing the safety of swimmers and those
using non-motorized watercrafts should be the priority of the Park Board. We commend the Park Board for looking for
ways to improve the safety of the foreshore, however, we want to ensure that the location of existing buoy lines remain at
the end of the docks. In addition, we believe that additional buoy lines added should aim to keep at least every second
iine at the end of a dock. The ability for residents to jump off and swim at the end of the docks in a safe way is critical to
the use of the lake. Due to the shallow nature of the lake at 7.6m from the end of the dock, residents can not safely jump
into the water. This zone will also compromise resident's ability to recreationally swim between docks due to the presence
of weeds and shaiiow nature of the water. The rocky nature of the bottom of the lake also makes the shallower portion
near the foreshore less favourable to navigate.

As a Cultus Lake owner, an architect whose work is focused on designing community and public spaces, and the
designer of swimming pools that need to meet a variety of user needs I would be happy to be a resource and assist in
developing a preferred solution that works for all.

Regards,

Aiden Cailison
/">\. .„- - - /^^ - -^



Rachel Litchfield

From: Kelly Booth -
Sent: September 13, 2020 2:06 PM
To: Reception; Reception; Rachel Litchfield
Cc: Jeff Booth
Subject: Regarding the Agenda for the September 16 board meeting

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear Cultus Lake Park Board,

As residents of Cuitus Lake, we are opposed to the buoys being repositioned to make room for additional swimming areas.

We have had our buoy in the same location for over 20 years. It seems remarkable that the Parks Board could spend

significant resources on staff proposal for a make-work project when it seems it "received a request" from a resident or small

group of residents.

Every dock already has a swimming area on one side. Boats are on the other side. Even on the busiest of summer days, the

swimming side is relatively empty. This makes me wonder what gain there is to make this move.

In addition to there not being a need for additional roped off swimming area, the way it is structured today provides benefits.

When we launch paddle boards/we always launch on the side of the boats since there is no rope for the paddle board fins to

get caught on. As well, with our boat being close/ we are able to supervise our kids while they ptay and dive off our swim grid.

The timing of this proposal seems to coincide with a time when many of the seasonal residents have already left and

potentially unable to make their voices heard. I can only hope that this was an oversight issue and not an intention of the

Board.

Sincerely,

Jeff and Kelly Booth



Rachel Litchfield

From: Shelley Kilik
Sent: September 13, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: Question for the Public Question Period regarding Foreshore Report

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hello,
Could you please clarify, the foliowing:
Will the existing swim lines located at the ends of docks 9-18, which currently contain no buoys inside them/ be left in
their location at the ends of docks and not be moved in the suggested 25/ as discussed for new swim lines?

Thank you,

Shelley Metcalfe



Rachel Litchfield

From: Joe Lamb

Sent: September 14, 2020 11:36 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Subject: FW; Cultus Update 2020-09-03

Regards/

Joe

From: Gary <

Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020 at 1:16 PM
To: Joe Lamb <joe.lamb@cultuslake.bc.ca>, David Renwick <david.renwick@cultuslake.bc.ca>,

Darcy Bauer <darcy.bauer@cultuslake.bc.ca>, Larry Payeur <larry .payeur@cultuslalce.bc.ca>, 'Casey
Smit' <caseysmit@shaw.ca>

Subject: FW: Cultus Update 2020-09-03

Good morning Gentlemen/

The below issues were passed on as usual and warrant comments - Please see response

in red.

The Agenda Package for Wednesday's Board meeting can be viewed
at: https://www.cultuslake.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/2020.09.16-Cultus-Lake-

Park-Board-Reeular-Meetins-Aeenda-Packaee 1 .pdf

Following are Agenda items that may interest many Lakers.

1. An email from a Laker requesting the residential area be closed to the public.
Cannot agree with this Laker, we are a "free" society and our community is and should

remain open. There are certain times when the guard house could be occupied, but not

permanently.

2. A Staff proposal to permanently remove some docks from the Main Beach area. The

docks are the ones that have been blocked off recently This is a very poor idea for more

reasons than I can count. Surely there can be more creative ideas to dealing with the dock

gathering issues, for a few days of the year, when we have young crowds out there [not
withstanding COVID - a special circumstance]. Besides the cost issue to remove the

pilings and the decking/planks - better to spend the money on offering more activities, to

disburse the testosterone.

As an example - a diving board or two, a fibreglass slide or two, and large raft anchored,
a short distance from the main dock, that the young people can swim out to and fool

around. Disburse the testosterone and give the young people something to do, rather than
remove the docks [the weakest effort to deal with the issue. Perhaps Staff could -THFNIC

outside the box, alternatives to dealing with the issue. When I spent time at Cultus, in



my early and late teens - there were life guards on the docks and they seemed to easily

quell most, if not all testosterone issues. I don't recall there being chairs, maybe there
were, but I recall them just being on the docks and mixing with the crowds and keeping

things to an acceptable level. Yes, I know you have booze and drugs to deal with, but

with a steady calming, influencing presence on the docks, it could be managed better.

Hire security, to just patrol the docks and that is all they do during the times when
needed - such as those days when the High School exams are completed and sunny

weekends - no need any other times.

Using the staff recommendation as a way to go " where do you stop? Maybe close the

Park, put a fence around it?? Silly suggestion, but we invite people to come here, we
advertise for families to come here and therefore it does not seem the right thing to do,
by removing amenities. We should be providing more - not less. We spent a great deal of

money on Sunnyside, upgrading the playgrounds - maybe it's time to spend a little, on
some amenities, for main beach docks??

3. A Staff proposal to not have the Christmas light display in 2020, mainly due to
COVID-19 issues. Another lazy, non creative recommendation. What has COVID got to

do with lights in the trees??? This has become a tradition at Cultus - it should not be
thrown out.

4. Staff proposals re foreshore and moorage (details were in an earlier Update)

If this relates to the fee increase from $150 - $500 - it is my opinion that you are pushing
the envelope too far. The season is very short - it feels like you are punishing those with
boats. Perhaps for non-residents $250. Why not increase parking fees an extra $1-$3 per

day? Taxes from the Province? Surely the only reason to increase moorage fees is to

generate more cash. Surely, there are other alternatives?
5. A recommendation that the Operational and Financial Core Review Committee review

commercial leases to ensure adequate insurance coverage. Good

Staff Recommendations - how many staff live in our community? Their

recommendations are made from an outsiders perspective and not from living here; not
what residents would truly feel is needed. Our kids and grandkids come here to enjoy the

Park and its amenities; that is besides the millions of others, that find it a nice place for
their families. We advertise it as a Utopia - do not start taking and removing everything

that creates memories.

Sincerely,
GarySenft



Rachel Litchfield

From: Family Towler <lakecat7@telus.net>

Sent: September 14, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Rachel Litchfield
Cc: David Renwick; Joe Lamb
Subject: Question for CLPB Meeting

Question re; Main Beach Dock "finger" removals

Dear Cultus Lake Park Board members,

As the CLPB Chair pointed out, I can find somewhere else to swim, so En many respects chopping off the Main
Beach Docks "fingers" doesn't affect me.

On the other hand I feel I must ask a question on behalf of many the users of Main Beach. These are the folks
who don't have an easy alternative for swimming, diving, or sunning themselves (if they don't wish to sit in the
raked, but goose feces filled sand). Some of these folks use the "fingers" to fish; they swim between the
"fingers" (even swim clubs use the "fingers" for races on occasion), they take wedding or graduation photos,
the "fingers" are used by those judging the start and finish of the First Nation canoe races, and the "fingers"
catch the first sun of the day at Main Beach.

Have you considered putting a limit on the number of people who can use the "fingers" at one time? This
number could be posted and security/ RCMP would have an excuse to iimit the number of users at any one
time. We all know that the incidents you are trying to prevent mostly happen on a sunny day, late in the
afternoon. The young folks crowd the "fingers" from 3:00 pm or so until there is a problem by 6:00 or 7:00
pm...depending on the time of year. Chopping off the "fingers" takes them away from ai! the other trouble free
users of Main Beach. Could the RCMP/Security spend more time at Main Beach on sunny days from mid to
late afternoon to try to prevent the problems from developing?

Thank you, Coralea Towler



September 15, 2020

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CLPB:

We have read the following staff reports, and have a number of questions and concerns, as outlined
below:

• Staff Report re Main Beach Dock System (File 6330)
^ How was the data pertaining to difficulties for law enforcement and by-law officers

collected? Please tell us which independent agency conducted the analysis of this data.
Is this data around youthful at-risk behaviours available for lease holders to review? If
not, why not?

^ Young people had very few avenues for recreation during the pandemic, and we are
concerned that statistics obtained during this uniquely stressful time are not
representative of a typical summer. We feel it would be a grave mistake to spend
money dismantling a dock system based on data from this summer alone.

—> We do not support discouraging youth from congregating at the lake or at Main Beach.
In fact, for our region's vulnerable youth at-risk, this jewe! of a lake may be a significant
protective factor in encouraging community and recreational engagement.

-> Our neighbourhood's experience, over this past summer, was that once the Main Beach
Dock closures went into effect, we experienced significantly greater numbers of young
day visitors congregating at the end of the First Avenue docks; of course, this is entirely
anecdotal, and we realize that anecdotal evidence can be tricky to substantiate.

-> Please define "long term residents". What method was used to survey "a number of long
term residents"? Exactly how many "long term residents" were surveyed? Hard data
matters, because long lasting changes to the park such as this should not be based
entirely on anecdotal evidence, which can be tricky to substantiate. Further, we did not
receive any survey. Do we need to live here a certain amount of time before our
experiences at Cultus Lake will be taken into consideration? We are concerned that the
opinions and experiences of some residents carry more weight than others. While we
hope this isn't the case, we have yet to be surveyed on this issue,

-> How much will this cost? Where will the funds to dismantle the docks come from?

Staff Report re Foreshore (File 0550-70)
—^ Is current buoy moorage really a problem along First avenue? Have there been

incidents suggesting the current situation is unsafe? If so, how many?
-> Exactly how many requests were made to support the relocation of mooring buoys to

deeper waters? We find it troubling that the CLPB is considering a proposal to
relocate buoys - a costly expenditure for buoy owners - when your own report

states that only "nearly one third endorsed the relocation of buoys between docks



further out into deeper water". This indicates to us that over two thirds of
respondents (the maiority) are not in favour of this proposal,

-> if this is a safety issue along First avenue, then surely it is a safety concern
elsewhere as well. Why are only the mooring buoys along First avenue unsafe?

—>• We are strongly opposed to moving swim lines "25' shy of dock ends", as this
impacts young and old swimmers alike who enjoy jumping off the docks into deeper
waters within the safety of the swim grid. Our 1 0 year old son is very upset by this
idea of moving the swim lines towards shallower waters, and is very worried it will no
longer be safe for him to Jump off the dock - his most favourite summer activity!

-> These proposals to relocate buoys and swim lines, if indeed necessary, should apply
to all boat buoys and swimming areas including those along Lakeshore, and
Sunnyside. It's either good for all, or good for none. Consistency matters, because
otherwise the CLPB risks appearing biased, or as advocating for the special
interests of only a small group of residents.

In addition to the questions and concerns listed above with regards to Staff Reports #6330 and
#0550-70, we are also alarmed at a recurring theme which seems to be trending: the use ofCovid-19
as an excuse to regulate and remove activities which are unattractive to some, and at the same time
allows the board to implement new systems to satisfy the special interests of a small number of
residents. As lease holders, we strongly suggest that in this time of uncertainty, we should avoid
making any changes to our traditions, systems, and infrastructure what-so-ever. And, when revenues

are down, such as this summer as a result of the global pandemic, fiscal austerity should be
paramount.

Looking through the global lens, we are living in a time where societies all around the world are
working hard to break down barriers and be inclusive of all. Why is the Cultus Lake Park Board
advocating for new systems, changes to infrastructure, and exclusive practices which serve to divide
us further apart. The lake is for everyone, let's be welcoming of all alike - the residents, the
vacationers, the day-trippers, the young, the old, the rich, and the vulnerable,

Com'on let's all go jump off the dock at Cultus Lake - there's nothing better!

SINCERELY,

FRASER GILLIS & CHRISTINA LUSSIER

CULTUS LAKE, B.C

ec:


